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Recent studies of textile loom noise suggest that the 
picking stick is the major contributor to the overall noise 
level produced by an automatic textile loom. This has led 
to research directed towards a better understanding of how 
sound is generated and radiated by the picking sticks of a 
loom. As a part of this effort, the present thesis is 
concerned with the radiation of sound from randomly vibrating 
beams of circular cross section. 
Vibrations on the beam are considered as two traveling 
waves moving in opposite directions. The result is then 
averaged over all possible phase differences, assuming all 
to be equally probable. Expressions are given for the 
acoustic power radiated, the radiation efficiency and the 
normalized radiation loss factor for a beam. The radiation 
efficiency is approximated in the high and low frequency 
limits. A numerical integration technique is used to 
evaluate the radiation efficiency over a wide range of 
frequencies. These results are compared with results of the 
modal approach to the beam radiation problem. 
The theoretical model developed is then used to predict 
the octave band acoustic power output of the picking sticks, 
and the octave band sound pressure levels at a reference 
point, neglecting other sources on the loom. The predicted 
vi 
sound pressure levels are subsequently compared with 
experimental values and with the results of previous 
theories which predict the acoustic power output in the 
limits of low and high frequencies respectively. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent studies of textile loom noise suggest that the 
picking stick is the major contributor to the overall noise 
level produced by an automatic textile loom. This has 
led to research directed towards a better understanding of 
how sound is generated and radiated by the picking sticks of 
a loom. As a part of this effort, the present thesis is 
concerned with the radiation of sound from randomly vibrating 
beams of circular cross section. An analysis of radiation 
from unbaffled beams of rectangular cross section (a better 
approximation to the cross section of a picking stick) was 
considered more difficult than warranted at the present time. 
The theoretical model developed is then used to predict the 
acoustic power output of the picking sticks and the sound 
pressure level at a reference point, neglecting other sound 
sources on the loom. Theoretical calculations of expected 
octave band sound pressure levels, based on measured 
acceleration data, are subsequently compared with actual 
sound pressure level measurements. 
Previous studies of the radiation of sound from 
vibrating cylindrical beams have been concerned with 
radiation from resonant modes of these finite beams. They 
2 
consider the case of a standing wave on the beam. These 
include studies by Bailey and Fahy, Yousri and Fahy and 
7 
Kuhn and Morfey. The radiation efficiency or radiation loss 
factor determined in this manner represents the contribution 
of a single mode to the radiation at a given frequency. 
Recently, Yousri and Fahy have presented a more general 
derivation which shows that, in general, the radiation 
efficiency is a summation of terms that represent contribu-
o 
tions from various vibrating modes. This averaging over 
modes is necessary when more than one mode is excited in 
the frequency range of interest. The results of the present 
study are given in a form which depends only on the frequency 
of the beam vibrations, the physical characteristics of the 
beam and its surroundings, and does not require averaging 
over modes. Rather than considering the vibrations of a 
beam as a summation over excited modes, the vibrations are 
considered statistically, such that the final result is 
independent of the boundary conditions at the ends of the 
beam. The radiation efficiency for a given frequency band 
is then simply the resulting expression evaluated at the 
center frequency of the band. 
Other studies have considered similar problems 
relating to the radiation of sound from beams of different 
q 
types or under different conditions. Both Wallace and Lyon 
and Maidanik consider the case of radiation from baffled 
rectangular beams. Johnston and Barr examine experimentally 
3 
acoustic damping in both cylindrical and rectangular beams, 
while considering theoretically the infinite beam case. 
Blake discusses the radiation of sound from beams of 
elliptic cross section, in both the baffled and unbaffled 
12 configurations. Junger models a beam of circular cross 
13 section and nonuniform density as a dipole array. Manning 
and Maidanik estimate the radiation efficiency of large 
radius cylindrical shells. The results of some of these 





The appropriate boundary conditions are applied to a 
general solution of the acoustic wave equation in cylindrical 
coordinates. The result is an expression for the acoustic 
pressure due to a vibrating beam. This pressure is used to 
determine the acoustic power radiated by a beam. The type 
of vibrations considered and the method of averaging used are 
then discussed. Expressions are given for the radiation 
efficiency and the normalized radiation loss factor for a 
beam of circular cross section. 
Acoustic Pressure and Power Output 
of a Vibrating Cylinder 
The acoustic wave equation in cylindrical coordinates 
can be written 
i!z + 1 9P +' 1 i^£ + ifp • l i?P _ n f? n 
The solution to this partial differential equation can be 
written as a general linear combination of the separable 
solutions. The coordinate system and beam location are 
given in Fig. 1. One can consider the solution for outgoing 
Figure 1. Beam Location and Coordinate System 
6 
waves of fixed frequency to. With the understanding that the 
physical quantity under consideration (in this case the 
acoustic pressure) is the real part of (Re{ }) the product 
of a complex amplitude and an e time dependence, the 
solution can be represented by the complex pressure amplitude 
00 00 ( 1 ) 
P(r,0,z) = / Z (Am(a)cosm0+Bm(a)sinm0)H (krr)e
lazda (2.2) 
-°o m=o m 
2 2 1/2 where k = (k -a ) ' , k = aj/c and c is the speed of sound 
in air. H^ ^ is the Hankel function of the first kind and m 
of order m. If one considers the motion of a cylindrical 
beam of radius r vibrating in the 0 = 0,TT (x-z) plane, with 




then its normal or radial velocity can be written as 
vr(9,z) = cose / v(a)e
laz da (2.4) 
where v(a) is the Fourier Transform of the z dependence of 
the beam velocity, v (z). The real part and the e time 
-A. 
dependence are again understood. It is assumed that the beam 
is infinite in length but that beyond the points z = ±£/2, 
7 
the endpoints of a finite beam, the velocity v (z) is zero. 
This assumption, used previously by others, is valid when 
the radius of the beam is much smaller than its length. 
The acoustic boundary condition comes from Euler's 
equation of motion for a fluid. For this specific case the 
boundary condition is 
2E 
3r = itopQvr (2.5) 
r=r o 
The orthoganality of the sine and cosine functions and the 
above boundary condition are used to determine the coeffi-
cients A (a) and B fa). One finds that all B (a) are zero; 
mv m v y m v y ' 
also, all A (a) are zero, except when m is one, in which 
case, 
A l ^ " ^ o . Jffi. , (2-6) 
k H> J (k r ) r 1 v r oJ 
where H| ^ *' is the first derivative with respect to its 
argument of the Hankel function of first order and first 
kind. The acoustic pressue due to a cylinder vibrating in a 
plane can now be written 
P(r,9,z) = cose / Z(a,r)v(a)e
laZda (2.7) 
8 
with Z(a,r) defined as 
H ^ C k r) 
Z(a,r) = ia)P_ 1^ - (2.8) 0 k H}1J'(k r ) r 1 *• r oJ 
The acoustic power, W, radiated by the vibrating 
cylinder can be found by one of two methods. Either the 
acoustic pressure is evaluated in the far field, where the 
plane wave expression for intensity may be integrated over 
the surface of a large sphere or, as is done here, the time 
average is taken of the product of the acoustic pressure at 
the surface of the cylinder and the normal velocity . This 
intensity is integrated over the surface of the cylinder. 
Using the latter method, one obtains 
-, 2ir 2 
W = i Re{ / / P(rn,6,z)v *(6,z)r d0dz} (2.9) L o I ° 
"I 
where Eqs. 2.4 and 2.7 are used for v and P respectively. 
The 6 integration over cosine squared yields ir. Since v(a) 
contains the information that v (6,z) is zero both above and 
below the beam, the limits of the z integration may be 
extended to plus and minus infinity, with the result of this 
integration being a delta function of a, or more precisely 
2ir<S (a-a') . This allows one of the a integrations to be 
performed by inspection, which leaves 
9 
W = ir2r0 / Re{Z0(a)}|v(a) |
 2da (2.10) 
-00 
with 
HJ15(k r ) 
Z0Ca) = Z(a,r ) = iwp ) n
 r ° (2.11) 
o o o k H U ^ ( k r 0 ) 
2 2 For k >a , the Wronskian relation for the Hankel functions 
can be used to simplify Re{Z (a)}, 
2u)p , 
Re(Z (a)} = - ^ 2 .A -j (2.12) 
0 " o k;|H{lJ1[krro)|
Z 
2 2 For k <a , properties of the Hankel functions of imaginary 
1 f\ 
argument require that Re{Z (a)} = 0. Therefore Eq. 2.10 
can be simplified by substituting these expressions for 
Re{Z (a)} and changing the limits of integration, 
k i ~ i 2 
W = 2iro3prt / . l
v ^ ? I —-- da (2.13) 0 -k k ^ H J ^ t k r ) | 2 r ' 1 ^ r oJ ' 
Random Vibrations 
The expression in Eq. 2.13 for the acoustic power 
radiated by a beam is valid for any type of vibrations on 
the beam in a single plane. In order to evaluate it, however, 
one needs to have an expression for v(a), or equivalently an 
expression for v (z) from which v(a) can be determined. This 
10 
means that something must be known or assumed about the 
manner in which the beam is vibrating. In general, v (z) 
-A. 
must be a solution to the differential equation for trans -
17 verse vibrations on a beam, for which a general solution is 
ikKz "i^K
2 ^K Z ~^hz 
v (z) = v1e
 D + v2e
 D + v3e
 D + v4e
 D (2.14) 
where k, = w/c, is the wave number of the beam vibrations and 
Ci is the wave speed of the beam vibrations. The boundary 
conditions at the ends of the beam determine the exact 
shape of beam vibrations. 
The simplest and most common approach is to consider 
a simply supported beam vibrating at resonance with a standing 
wave on the beam. For this case, 
v fz) = v^ C? S(™T Z) (2.15) 
xv n sin I *• J 
where n is any integer. When n is odd the cosine function 
is used; when n is even the sine function applies. This is 
the approach used by Yousri and Fahy as well as others. 
Results derived in this manner represent the contribution to 
the acoustic power from a given mode at a given frequency. 
Unless the beam is vibrating in a single mode, the total 
acoustic power, octave band or one-third octave band acoustic 
power must be calculated from a summation of these types of 
o 
terms, and the modal velocity amplitudes must be known. 
11 
Another approach, the one used here, is to consider 
the statistical nature of the beam vibrations. Multi-modal 
vibrations on a beam within a narrow frequency band, which 
for the simple case above could be written as a summation of 
terms similar to Eq. 2.15, can be considered as two traveling 
waves moving in opposite directions with the same (average) 
amplitude and with a specified phase relationship. The 
contribution to the acoustic power from the evanescent wave 
solutions, the last two terms in Eq. 2.14, is considered to 
be negligible. The exact phase relationship between the 
first two terms in Eq. 2.14 is dependent on the boundary 
conditions at the ends of the beam and the manner of excita-
tion of the beam. On the average, however, it is assumed 
that all phases are equally probable. The expression for 
|v(a)| is then averaged over all possible phase relation-
<-% 
ships, to obtain the final expression for |v(a)| which is 
to be used to evaluate Eq. 2.13. 




 D + vQe
 D (2.16) 
where n and ty denote arbitrary phase angles. Taking Fourier 
Transforms one obtains 
12 
f £ £ "1 
sinfkj+aW • , sin(k, -aW • 
(V^ tkb-a)
 6 J 
(2.17) 
Thus 
v(a)| ? ... + ,2 
T L (kb
+a) 
2 £ £ £ 
sin (k,-a)T sin(kK+a)^-sin(k, -a) T 




All n and ^ being equally probable, the cross term goes to 
zero in an average over all possible phase differences. 
Taking the time average of the square of the real part 
of the product v (z) times e"1U) (the square of the physical 
velocity), one can show that 
2 2 v = <v > 
o x 
(2.19) 
<v > is a physical rather than a statistical quantity. From 
Eqs. 2.13, 2.18 and 2.19, the acoustic power radiated by the 
beam is 
2oop 7 k 
W = °<v z> / -7-11 x - k ? r 
1 r s i n 2 ( V a ) ! + s i n
2 ( k b - a ) ! l 





The radiation efficiency is a useful dimensionless 
form in which these results can be expressed. Sometimes 
called the normalized radiation resistance, the radiation 
efficiency can be defined as the ratio of the acoustic power 
radiated to the acoustic power which would be radiated 
assuming plane wave radiation, where the acoustic pressure 
is related to the normal velocity, v , by the simple relation 
ô n (2.21) 
Therefore, by definition, the radiation efficiency for plane 





where f o r a c y l i n d e r , 
W = p cirr &<v > o r o o x ( 2 . 2 3 ) 
Thus , u s i n g Eq. 2 . 2 0 , one o b t a i n s 
2k 
a = -^ / 77^ -k ^|H}1J'(krr0) 
r s i n z ( k b + a ) ^ s i n
z ( k b - a ) | 
2 +~7, 72 
( k b
+ a ) ( k b - a ) 
da 
( 2 . 2 4 ) 
14 
A symmetry of the integral and the change of variables 
3 = a/k provide a more concise form for the expression, 
4 1 -L sin
2(e + e ) ^ 
TrZkZr I -1 (l-3Z)|H}lJ1[/ri"Zkrn)|"
2 (e + 3) 2 
0 -1 ° (2.25) 
where e = c/c, = k, /k. 
The radiation resistance, which is the real part of 
the impedance defined by the ratio of the force to the 
normal velocity at the surface of the cylinder, is simply 
R = p cirr £a (2.26) 
r o o 
The other common form in which results of similar beam 
vibration studies are expressed is the radiation loss factor. 
The radiation loss factor is defined as the ratio of the 
acoustic energy dissipated to the energy stored per cycle. 
For purposes of comparison, the radiation loss factor is 
n (—)[1 - -t] = J*— (2.27) 
rad vp J l r J kr v J 
^O 0 0 
where p is the density of the beam material, and a. is the 
m J ' i 




The expression for radiation efficiency, Eq. 2.25, is 
approximated in both the high and low frequency limits. 
Numerical results are presented which are valid over a wide 
range of frequencies. These results are compared with those 
of other beam vibration and radiation studies. 
Low Frequency Limit 
In the low frequency or small radius limit, kr is 
small. An approximation may be used in place of the Hankel 
function in order to simplify the integral in the expression 
for the radiation efficiency. The first term in the series 
18 expansion for the derivative of the Hankel function gives 
H(l). ( z )|2 K4^1^ ( 3 < 1 ) 
IT Z 
This approximation is valid to one tenth of one per cent for 
z < 0.01. Consistent with this approximation and a simple 
change of variables, u = (e+3)k£/2 
(kr ) 3 r ( £ + 1 ^ , , . 2 
a - — ^ J " " t l a " 8 ^ 1 T~ d u (3.2) 
(e-1)-^-
16 
For certain cases, further approximations can be 
made. Well below the coincidence frequency (k, >>k,e>>l), 
2 2 2 
u in the denominator can be approximated as u = (k£/2) . 
The result of this approximation is 
I (kr )2(][°)(* )2[l - -I^!b {sinU _ CQS k£}] (3 
^ o x. Kb (k£)
 KJ6 
By comparison with the numerical results below, this 
expression is accurate relative to Eq. 3.2 to at least four 
significant digits for e > 100. Eq. 3.3 is directly 
comparable to the results of Kuhn and Morfey in their low 
frequency approximation of the Yousri and Fahy expression 
7 
for the radiation efficiency of a simply supported beam. 
Their expression, with some changes in notation, is 
" " J (kro)
2(^)c|-)2[l ± -^-y (Sifct
M " cos k*}] (3.4) 
b (k&) 
where the plus sign applies for odd n and the minus sign is 
used when n is even. A graphical comparison of these results 
appears in Fig. 2. When evaluated at a frequency such that 
kv = m\/Z (a requirement assumed in the case of a simply 
supported beam), Eq. 3.3 yields a result which is exactly one 
half the value given by Eq. 3.4. To help understand this 
phenomenon, it is helpful to note that had one used Eq. 2.18 




s l̂ ?5 
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Figure 2. A Comparison of Radiation Efficiencies at Low Frequencies 
Averaging Technique; Simply Supported Beam 
18 
corresponding to Eq. 3.3 would be 
a - | C k r o )
2 C ^ ) C ^ - ) 2 [ C l - c o s C n ^ ) c o s k ba) + 
b 
(•cos (n+*)-cos kK£) —5-y • {
s l ? 0
k ^ - cos k U ] (3.5) 
D (k£) KJ6 
An examination of this general expression for the low 
frequency approximation reveals that the case of a simply 
supported beam at resonance Cn+Tr = 0 n odd, r\ + 6 = ir, n even) 
is at each frequency an extreme case which maximizes the 
radiation efficiency. At the other extreme, n+^ = 0 when n 
is even and n+^ = ir when n is odd. It is clear that if one 
considers random vibrations with all phases equally probable, 
the result is quite properly one half of the maximum value, 
as is shown in Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4. 
Another case in which the integral can be easily 
evaluated is when the beam is short compared to a wavelength 
2 2 (k& << 1). In this case, expanding sin u/u in a series 
expansion about u = 0 one obtains 
(kr )3(k£) fk .2 2 1 
o - ^ [1 - i^f- {e •+ £}] (3.6) 
Again, a comparison with numerical results reveals that this 
expression is valid (to four significant digits) for 
ek& < 0.4. 
19 
High Frequency Limit 
At high frequencies the major contribution to the 
integral in Eq. 2.25 comes from the vicinity of 3 = -e. 
Expanding the Hankel function term in a Taylor series about 
that point and keeping only the first term, one gets 
2 1 
o ( l - e ^ l H ^ h / n r ^ ) 
a - a +o, a = -T— ~ i^r ^ — (3.7) 
o 1 o Trkr " • r1^ — 7 , *• J 
a = -rr 2 r X + sin(l-e)k& sin(l+e)k& n r- _. 
a a - L — : — ? + 7 r 7 7-1 C-5-'J 
1 ° * (1-e )k£ (l-e)z(U) (l + e)z(U) 
where o is the first term assuming infinite limits on the 
integral, and cr.. is an approximate correction term to account 
for the finite limits, o alone provides a good approximation 
to the radiation efficiency (less than 0.1% error) for 
kil > 400. Above this frequency it is clear that the finite 
nature of the beam is no longer significant. 
2 1/2 If (1-e ) ' kr >> 1, then the derivative of the Hankel 
function may be expressed in terms of its asymptotic limit. 
Ignoring the contribution from a., , one obtains 
1-e2 (kr ) 2 
o - 3 % (3.8) 
(l-ez)(kr ) z + l 
In the limit as kr goes to infinity, this becomes 
20 
- ^ C3-9J 
This is equal to the radiation efficiency for an infinite 
19 flat plate (above coincidence). At these very high 
frequencies the curvature of the beam as well as its finite 
extent become insignificant due to the extremely short wave-
length. As is shown in the next section, at these large 
frequencies e is quite small; thus, the radiation efficiency 
is very nearly unity. Even below the extremely high 
frequencies, a = 1. 
Numerical Results 
The expression in Eq. 2.25 was evaluated numerically 
to determine the radiation efficiency of a beam. The programs 
and subroutines used are listed in the Appendix, along with 
sample output. It can be seen from Eq. 2.25 that the 
radiation efficiency depends on four dimensionless variables: 
kr , k£, 1/T and e. As it is clear that only three of 
these are mutually independent, it was decided to use kr , 
&/r and e. One of the computer programs calculates the 
radiation efficiency for different kr holding both e and 
£/r constant. However, it is not the case that e remains 
constant with changes in frequency, or k. For most kr , 
Cv = (£) 1 / 4M 1 / 2 (3.10) Jb A m 
21 
where B is the bending stiffness, and m is the mass per unit 
length of the beam. Since this is valid over a wide range 
of frequencies, it is convenient to consider the radiation 
efficiency as a function of kr , £/r and 
e(kr ) ' = (-0 ' (cr ) ' (3.11) 
B 
This number depends only on the physical characteristics of 
the beam and its surroundings and is not a function of 
frequency. Eq. 3.10 is valid except at high frequencies or 
large radii, where for most e and £/r , the radiation 
efficiency is very nearly equal to one. 
Figs. 3-6 gives the results of the numerical calcula-
tions of the radiation efficiency. Each graph shows a as a 
1/2 function of kr for several values of e(kr ) and for a o oJ 
given value of £/r . One need only determine the constant 
1/2 e(kr ) and the ratio £/r for the particular beam in o o 
question to read the radiation efficiency for any frequency 
from the graph. The acoustic power output for the frequency 
can also be determined with the help of Eqs. 2.22 and 2.23, 
i.e., 
W = p cirr £<v2>a (3.12) 
O O X v J 
These graphs cannot be directly compared with those 
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approach without determining the mode number which corre-
1/2 sponds to a given value of e (kr ) ' . A valid comparison 
can be made by leaving the phase angles in Eq. 2.18 and 
continuing the derivation of the radiation efficiency. The 
resulting radiation efficiency is 
4 / 1 rsin2(E^)jji + 
Tr2k2ro i l -1 ( l - e
2 ) | H ; [
: L ^ ( k r o / i T B
Z ^ | T |_ ( e + S ) 2 
s i n ( e + 3 ) | ^ s i n ( e - 3 ) ^ 
+ c o s ( n + i|0 • T-^ — [ d p (.3.13) 
(e
z-r) J 
Fig. 7 gives a comparison derived in this manner using the 
values of n+ip and k, required by the boundary conditions for 
a simply supported beam. A careful examination of Eq. 3.13 
reveals that, just as in the previous low frequency approxi-
mation, radiation from resonances of simply supported beams 
represents an extreme case. The term which includes the 
phase angles is always positive; therefore, the radiation 
efficiency is somewhat higher than the average given in 
Eq. 2.25. At the other extreme, when r\+ty = 0 implies that 
n is even and n+^ = ir implies that n is odd, the phase angle 
term in Eq. 3.13 is always negative. The radiation efficiency 
for this case is also shown in Fig. 7. It is clear from the 
figure that the contribution from the second term diminishes 
at higher frequencies, as the two extreme cases converge 
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Figure 7. A Comparison of Radiation Efficiencies, Averaging 





APPLICATION TO TEXTILE LOOM PICKING STICKS 
The function of the picking stick on each side of an 
automatic fly-shuttle textile loom is to receive and to throw 
the shuttle between the threads, back and forth across the 
sley of the loom. Johnson presents a more detailed descrip-
tion of the loom, along with photographs. The stick is 
more rectangular than cylindrical in shape, and its vibrations 
are not restricted to a single plane. Therefore some 
adjustments and modifications must be made in applying the 
results of the previous chapters to this specific case. 
It is necessary to generalize these results to allow 
for vibrations in two perpendicular planes, and for the 
possibility of different radiation efficiencies for these 
perpendicular vibrations due to differences in the stiffness 
or the effective radius of the beam in these two planes. The 
total acoustic power is simply the sum of the acoustic power 
radiated by each of the two perpendicular vibrations. 
Considering vibrations in the x-z and y-z planes (see Fig. 1), 
one has 
2 2 
= P^CTT£ [r <v >o +r <v >o ] Ko L ox x x oy y yJ 
(4.1) 
29 
The value of £ is critical to the determination of 
the correct radiation efficiency. Therefore, it is important 
1/2 to calculate e(kr ) ' for a rectangular beam, and to use 
this value in determining the radiation efficiency of the 
picking stick. One finds that, for the picking stick, 
2 2 
B = 240 N-m for the x-z vibrations, and B = 1000 N-m for 
the y-z vibrations. The mass per unit length is m = .64 kg/m. 
1/2 Thus e(kr) ' can be determined from Eq. 3.11 with the 
knowledge of c and r . 
The effective radii for the stick, both r and r , 
' ox oy* 
were taken to be equal to that radius which would give the 
correct average cross-sectional area for the beam. This 
is clearly the best choice for low frequencies where radia-
tion is dependent on the cross-sectional area of the beam. 
At high frequencies, the surface area that is vibrating 
becomes the important factor. A second method of choosing 
the effective radii based on the correct surface area did 
not significantly improve the high frequency results. There-
fore the first method was used to determine r and r for 
the results which are shown here. 
What is physically measured is not the velocity, as 
is shown in Eq. 4.1, but the root mean square accelerations, 
a^̂ rno and a,rwno, in each of the standard octave bands. xrms yrms' 
Taking this into account, one gets 
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po C 2 2 
W = ° ^i [r a o + r a a ] (4.2) 
2 L ox xrms x oy yrms yJ K J 
xrms x oy yrms y 
0) 
The numerical technique used to determine the radiation 
efficiency was extended to calculate the acoustic power 
radiated from each of the two picking sticks of a loom, in 
each octave band from 31.5 to 31,500 Hz. 
Measured acceleration data and the subroutines developed 
to calculate the radiation efficiency were used to determine 
the power output of each stick. A graph of the predicted 
sound power levels is shown in Fig. 8. Octave band sound 
pressure levels were measured at a reference point which was 
equidistant from the two picking sticks and one meter from 
the front of the loom. The distance from the picking sticks 
to the reference point was combined with each stick's power 
output to calculate predicted octave band sound pressure 
levels. This was done assuming symmetric cylindrical 
spreading, 
p2 
SPL = 10 log10 ^ - ^ (4.3) 
ref 
2 po c <PZ> = <> [w + w . ,.] (4.4) 
2TTRL L left rightJ v J 
where R is the distance to the reference point, and P r = 
c ret 
- 5 2 2. x 10 N/m is the reference pressure. The question of 
directivity has not yet been adequately examined. A 
100 
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Figure 8. Theoretical Acoustic Power Output 
Lri 
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comparison of the theoretical and experimental sound pressure 
levels is shown in Fig. 9. 
Fig. 9 shows good agreement between theoretical and 
experimental results for frequencies above 125 Hz. The 
agreement is particularly close in the range of frequencies 
which have the highest sound pressure levels. There are 
several possible reasons for the larger discrepancies that 
appear at lower frequencies. A partial explanation appears 
to be the placement of the microphone (the reference 
position), 0.5 m off of the floor and 1. m from the front of 
the loom. Ground reflections at these lower frequencies 
provide positive reinforcement, causing a possible increase 
in the experimental values of as much as five or six 
decibels. Another possible explanation is the potential 
contributions from other sources on the loom in that 
frequency range. The extensive acceleration data taken by 
Johnson certainly do not preclude this possibility. 
The overall A-weighted sound pressure level can be 
determined from the octave band levels in Fig. 9. The 
result is excellent agreement between the theoretical and 
measured results. The A-weighted sound pressure level, 
rounded to the nearest tenth of a decibel, is 94.1 dBA for 
both the theoretical and experimental results shown in Fig. 9. 
Thus despite the low frequency disagreement the theory 
provides an extremely good prediction of the overall 
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The technique of representing beam vibrations as two 
traveling waves and averaging over all equally probable 
phase differences to determine the acoustic radiation 
properties of a beam has been shown to be a valid alternative 
to analyzing the specific boundary conditions at the ends of 
the beam. This technique is particularly convenient when 
these boundary conditions are quite complex, as in the case 
of a textile loom picking stick. It was possible to show 
that at high frequencies this method agrees with results 
determined for a simply supported beam vibrating at resonance. 
At low frequencies, this technique provides a radiation 
efficiency mid-way between the extremes for the modal 
approach. These limiting cases support the general validity 
of the new approach. Further support arises from the 
application of the theory to a specific case. 
The application of this approach to the picking sticks 
of a textile loom provides a reasonably good model for 
acoustic radiation from a fly-shuttle loom, though some 
differences between theory and experiment still are not fully 
explained. More work needs to be done to determine the 
reasons for these discrepancies. Directivity, other sources 
35 
at low frequencies and the effect of the floor are areas 
which require further investigation so that a more complete 
model of loom noise can be developed. 
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APPENDIX 
The following is a listing of the computer programs 
and subroutines used in this thesis. They were written for 
and used on the Georgia Tech CDC Cyber 74 computer. Most 
of the documentation appears in the listings. Listed first 
are the subroutines used to calculate the radiation efficiency. 
QUAD, NBESJ, and RBESY are subroutines which belong to the 
system's math-science library, MSFLIB. Their accuracy was 
checked before using them. * 
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F U N C T I O N P A r H F l ( f , H , T . C - c I T I 
c 
C TNIS FUNCTION SUP-'OUTIN-: CALCULATES THE RADIATION EFFICIENCY 
C AT A SINGLE "OINT WITH r" = K3 /< = C/CB ,0=<-J AND T=L/R. IT ttUST 
C IN CONJUNCTION UITH THE FUNCTION 'FINT* WHICH IS THE INTEGRANO 
C CZ9. THC "CUAT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION. KIAO IS A WSFLIK LIBRARY 




°I = 3.1 <*15 <=265^5 9 
EE = E 
F=0 
G=.5»D»T 
N = l 
I*A==0 
CALL aUAO(0.,1.,CRIT,REL,N,ANSW,FINT,NERR,IMAP) 
TF(NERR.GE.0.)GO TO 1 
° R I N T 1 0 0 , N E R R 
1 0 0 P C R H a T e » ? ? ? ? I N T E G R A T I O N D I D NOT MEET S P E C I F I E D C R I T E R I A * , I 3 > 





C THIS FUNCTION SUBROUTINE CALCULATES SIN(X)/X. 
C 









C T H I S F U N C T I O N SURROUTINE CALCULATES THE INTEGRANO FOR THE R A D I A T I O N 
C E F F I C I E N C Y I N T E G R A L . I T USES THE FUNCTION ' F S I N C AND THE N S F L I B 
C VESSEL F U N C T I O N ROUTINES ' N ^ E S J ' AND • R I E S Y * . 
C 
REAL KL? 
C " ) M M O N / " D F / E t F , < L 2 
DIMENSION BJ{2>,HY{2> 
Ic(3ETA.E0.1.)GO TO 3 
ARG l=F»30PT(l.-nETA*t?e.T5> 
J?!32 = FSTNC(KL?,'(EOLTAI ) 
SU"3-FSINC(<L2»(E-flLTA)) 
IFC6PG1.LT.1.C-6)GO TO 1 
CALL N9CSJ(ARG1,1,3J) 
CALL R3E3Y(ARG1,1,3Y,NERR) 
S!jni = ARGl»BJ(l)-RJ(2) 
SU91A = ARGl»TYCl)-r>Y(2) 
suai = i. /(suTi*supi*suoiA»3uniA) 
GO TO ? 
1 3U91 = .5»3.1«»159?6535'9»ARG1 
3!JT1=S'J'U*S!)31 
2 FINT = S,J.U»(SUB2»SU32*S(J93»SU0?) 
RETURN 




SUJ ROUTINE ^LTTc;(X,Y,K,NTX,KTY,!;STVX,^GrVY, 
c 
C THIS SU ROUTINE CCNTAINS ALL THF SLOTTING COMriANOS FOP THF °LCTTING 
C P30GSAM 'RADPLOT". SEE CALCO^P MANUAL FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
C 
1 3 L T V X , Q L T V Y , N A M « * , N N X , N A * Y , N ' \ Y , L A S T ) 
D I M E N S I O N I W F ( 5 1 ? > , X ( 1 ) , Y ( 1 ) 
CALL » L 0 T S ( I 3 l i P , ^ 1 2 , 2 , DO) 
I - ( NT X . Mr_ . 1 ) CALL A X I S ( 0 . , 0 . , >-. A '!X , V'JX , 1 0 . , 0 . , FGT VX , 3L T VX) 
I F C U K . I T . D C f t L L L G A X I S ( a . , Q . , M A M X , N N X , l 0 . , 0 . , F S T V X , O L T V X 1 
I F ( N T Y . N E . 1 ) C A L L fl X I S ( 0 . , 0 . , NA .MY , NNY , i . , 9 0 . , FSTV Y , OL TV Y) 
I F ( N T Y . E Q . l ) C A L L LG A X I S < 0 . , 0 . , N A K Y , NNY , <3 . , 90 . . ^ S T V Y , DLTVY) 
ENTRY L I N E D 
X ( N * l ) = ^ S T V X 
X ( N * 2 > - O L T V X 
Y < N * 1 > =FSTVlT 
Y ( N * 2 ) = O L TVY 
I P < N T X . P Q . 1 . 0 < ? . N T Y . £ 0 . 1 ) G O TO 1 
C A L L L I V E ( X , Y , N , 1 . 0 , 0 ) 
GO TO 2 
1 L T = 0 
I F < N T X . E 3 . 1 . A N D . N T Y . N E . 1 ) L T = - 1 
I F ( N T X . N E . l . A N O . N T Y . E Q . l ) L T = l 
C A L L L G L I N E ( X , Y , N , 1 , 0 , 0 , L T ) 




PROGRAM f3EAM(INPUT,OUrPUT,TaPE5 = INPUT,TAP£6 = OUTPUT> 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM IS USEn TO CALCULATE THE RADIATION EFFICIENCY 
C OF A BEAM OF CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION. IT DOES THIS OVER A 
C SPECIFIED RANGE Oc THE VARIARLE KR, FOR TEN SPECIFIED VALUES 
C OF KB/K AND ONE SPECIFIED VALUE OF L/R. THE OUTPUT IS IN THE 
C FORM OF TEN TABLES. 
C 
C LIBRARIES USEOt MSFLII3 -THE SYSTEM'S MATH-SCIENCE LIBRARY 
C HEAMLIB -THE LIBRARY OF SUBROUTINES USED TO 
C CALCULATE THE RADIATION EFFICIENCY 
C EXECUTION PROCEDURES! *CALL,GGC* OR *-GGO* WILL EXECUTE THE PROGRAM 
C AFTER IT HAS BEEN COMPILED, ASSUMING THE BINARY 
C FILE IS *LGO'. NAMELIST FORMAT IS USED FOR THE 
C INPUT VARIABLES. 'CHANGES' IS THE NAMELIST. 
C 
C INPUT VARIADLESt KRMAX - MAXIMUM VALUE OF KR TO BE INCLUDED IN 
C THE TABLE. 
C KRMIN - INITIAL VALUE OF KR. 
C KRSTP - INCREMENT BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE VALUES OF KR. 
C E TEN VALUES OF K9/K. ONE FOR EACH TABLE. 
C T - L/R. ONE FOR ENTIRE SET OF TABLES. 
C CRIT - RELATIVE CRITERIA FOR NUMERICAL INTE-
C GRATICN. 
C M - THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS ON A PAGE. 











PO 1 1=1,M 
1 «D(I)=(I-1)»KRSTP-








DO 3 K = 1,N 
01 = 0 
DO 2 L=1,M 
IF(D.EQ.0.)GO TO 2 
RD(L)=RADEF1 (EE»D,T,CRIT) 
2 0 = D«-KRSTP 
PRINT 202,01,(RD(L),L=1,M) 
3 CONTINUE 
200 FORMAT(///'RADIATION EFFICIENCY OF A BEAM FOR L/A =»,F6.1, 
1» AND C/CB =*,F6.2/) 
201 «-"ORMAT(<,X,»KA»,lD(6X,F5. 3)) 
2C2 FORMAT(1X,F7.3,10 (1X,E1Q.«»>> 
203 FORMAT(/) 
END 
M A T - l f N F F U C I t N C Y CF A htf>K ?CK L/A = S C - C / . N b C / C F = «2C 
KA C-CCC ^CbC - I C C •IfcC - 2 C C 
~ . ' • ' " • » 
^. • 93C7F-C4 • i irat-cz •4364F-CZ • MCZt-Cl 
• 2.fcC • 2Z?f;F-CI • 39P7K-CI •638 4 k-CI • 9 t £ , 2 t - C l • 1349 F+CC 
• fcrr . IBIhF+CC .2342h+CC • 29I6F+CC • 3 t 19 F+CC • 4I32F+CC 
• 7h~. .<i7r'.fcf+^^ • £32 IF+CC • f*7C?.+ CC • 637SF+CC • fty4l l+CC 
1.""" • r?2.cr<?+cc • 7<;3CF+CC • 79 59 F+CC • 8 246 F+CC • BbCI F+CC 
• • z f - c •*72T? + CC • Hyciv+cc • 9C^;2 F+CC • 92 2b F+CC • 93b.1: F+CC 
t .f-"~ .CjAiZe-y+Zr. • 9PM K+CC . 9 6 / h t + c c • 9 ? to F+CC • 97^2 F+CC 
1 . 7f•" . q,-. ;v, i'+ ;- ~ .f.tAf\F'f+CC •992? BCC •99H7F+ZZ • ICCC?+Cl 
t • • IZZ?}+'Z • . t cr.ru-" < • trc'jj-f'ci • i c i z ?+ c i . \Z l l i+C 1 
2 • 2 f"C . t c i ? F+ c i • 1 Z 1 <! ?.-» C I • ICI6F+CI •ICI7fc+CI • IC Is F+CI 
?'f~rz • t Z I9 F+ Z 1 • ic i9F+ci • IC2CF+CI . IC2I F+CI • IC2 1 i+CI 
<'7FZ • IC2Ifc+CI • I C ? 2 ? + C I • ICZ2F+CI . IC2 3F+CI • IC231+CI 
** • T " " • IC2 3F+C1 • 1 Ci:"C fc+ C • • IC24K+CI • lC24i,+ Cl • IC24F+CI 
C'^frC • IC24F+CI • IC24F+CI • IC24F.+ CI . IC24L+CI • IC24F+CI 
T . fc*-^ • IC24I.+ CI • IC2 4F.+ C 1 . 1 C2 4 F+ C1 • ICZ4K+CI • IC24F+CI 
T.r7t-»» • IC^F.+ CI • i rrs .';>+ c < • IC2£?+CI • lC2b'e+ C 1 • IC2LF+CI 
4 «crc • IC24F+C) • i:;24r+C* •IC24F+CI • IC24F+CI • IC24F+CI 
^•2fr: • IC2<:F+Ci . IC24F+CI • IC24HCI • IC24F+CI • IC24L+CI 
4 . SC C • iC24?+ci • IT?/ : i . 4 ~ | • I C ; . 4 F + C i • IC24F+CI • IC24F+CI 
4-7.l-C • IC24F+CI • lf!24 r+CI • IC24F+C 1 • 1 C24 c+ C I • 1C k 4 i+ w 1 
t , . " ' " , • IC24F+CI • IC24F+CI • ICZ4L+CI • IC24F+CI • IC24F+CI 
T'l ATI CN F F F I C I F N C Y CF A F-FAM FCfi L/A ~ bZ-Z AND C / C b = L 2 C 
KA C-CCC -C£C • i C C «lfcC «ZCC 
C'CCC ^. •48C3F-C4 • 2 2 3 7 F - C 3 .4?-iC2i-Q3 • 7 6 9 b t - C 3 
• 2??Z • 1 lftSF.-C2 •ieCCE-C2 • 2 1 t l F - C 2 • 2 o 2 3 t - C 2 • 3€il6F-C2 
, r,**~ •45C9F-C2 . M F 4 F - C 2 •643oF-C2 .737BF-C2 •626CF-C2 
• 7rC •9CFIF-C2 • 97^ 1 F-C2 • IC4 3F-CI • I IC4F-CI • 1 1621-CI 
t .~"C • I2I9F-CI . 1 2 7 ^ - C l • I332F-CI • ISu4F,-CI • 1 43CL-C 1 
• •ZfC •: 1 & P9 F- Z 1 • M9e:.?-Cl • I t l S F - C I • i t ; ; 2 ? - c i • 1fc4Ci-C1 
i •F-zr. • IF46F-CI • i er2F-CI • l t 6 I F - C I • li:73F-CI • l .%a£-CI 
l-7bC • ICC!rF-Cl • i f c i9F-CI • te33Ci-CI • Ib3fch-Cl • I b 3 3 t - C l 
2 • ZZZ • ^ 2 5F-CI • I6I2F-CI • l£9bF.-Cl • I 5 i t i - C l • I b 7 6 t - C l 
c-7lZ • I.V7ZF.-CI • l £ 7 ? F - C i • lf .78F-Ct • I iw 4 1 - C I • ISo&t-Cl 
r-F"z • leK'iF.-CI • 1 th 2 r - C 1 • »fc?CL-CI I t£31 -CI • 1L33L-C1 
2.7.1-: • l.^t3F-CI • 1497?-Cl • M6tF.-C 1 • MhC?-CI • M^Cr-CI 
3«CCC • MfOF-CI . MJWri—CI • 1 488?-CI I4B4F-CI • I474L-CI 
**• 2\r;~ • 1 4 . ^ 1 - ^ 1 • M?nK-CI • I 4 I 6 F - C ! l39t3F-CI • 1 C'bC F-C1 
•"* • fi " " •I37CF-CI • I3fi7?-Cl • I3eb?.-Cl I372F-CI • 1375 F-CI 
T . ^ r , ' • I37f-F-Cl •I37CF-CI •I3£f i>-Ci - 1 341 F- C 1 . I32CF-CI 
4-CCC • I299F-CI • I2BCF-CI • I2WJF-CI lZ:*»i-Cl . I2fc7?-Cl 
A»7!~Z •I26CF-CI • l?Fr:F-CI • I 2 & F - C I 1269r-C1 • I262?.-Ci 
l.fiCC •I2.CCF-CI • I23IF-CI • 121 n - c i . 1 l y l F - C I • 1 I74E-CI 
A'7t" • 1 1 ft??-CI • 1 ISiL-CI . N £ S t - C I • 1 164 F-CI •1I7CL-CI 
f1 • C " " • 1 I73F-C 1 • 1 I72F-CI • 1 1 64 ?-Z» 1 Ihl t-CI • •133F-C1 
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°ROGRAM T ABLE < I N°UT, OU T FijT, T ft "E'i= I N °!J T, TAPE6^OUTPUT) 
THIS' PROGRAM IS UtEO TO CALCULATE THE RADIATION EFFICIENCY 
OF A ilEAM OF CIRCULAR C?0:»S SECTION. IT DOES THIS OVER A 
SPECIFIED RANGE OF THE VARIABLE KR, FOR FIVE VALUES OF 
K9/K»S0RT (KR) AND ONE VALUE OF L/P. THE OUT°UT IS IN THE 




KSFLIB -THE SYSTEM'S MATH-SCIENCE LIBRARY 
PEAMLIO -THE LI3RARY OF SUBROUTINES USED TO 
CALCULATE THr. RADIATION EFFICIENCY 
'CALL.GGC* OR *-GGO*, WILL EXECUTE THE PROGRAM 
AFTER IT HAS BEEN COMPILED, ASSUMING THE BINARY 
FILE IS *LGO'. NAMELIST FORMAT IS USED FOR THE 
INPUT VARIABLES. 'CHANGES* IS THE NAPELIST. 
KRMAX - MAXIMUM VALUE OF KR TO BE INCLUDEO IN 
THE TA3LF. 
"CRMIN - INITIAL VALUE OF <P. 
KRSTF - INCREMENT BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE VALUES OF KR. 
c - TEN VALUES OF KO/K. ONE FOR EACH TABLE. 
T - L/s. C M FOR ENTIR£ ~>ET OF TA3LES. 
CRIT - RELATIVE CRITERIA FO= NUMERICAL INTE-
G » A T I 3 N . 
M - THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS ON A P A G E . 
NORMALLY, M = 5 FO» TTY AND M = 10 FOR LPT. 
R E A L K R M A X , K R ^ I M . K R S T P 
D I M E N S I O N E ( 5 > , H D ( 1 0 ) , R C ( 1 0 > 
DATA K R M I N , K R M A X , K R 3 T P / 3 . , 1 0 . , . 2 / 
DATA E/.3,.35,.<«».«»5. . 5 / 
DATA T / 5 0 . / 
OATA C R I T , M / l . E - 5 , 5 / 
NAMFLIST/CHANGES/KR'1AX,<RMIN,KRSTP,E, T,CRIT,M 
-»" A O ( 5 » C H n N G E G ) 
N = I N T ( ( K R M A < - K R M I N ) / ( h » K R S T O ) ) * l 
00 1 1=1,M 
1 H O C I I = C I - 1 ) " K R S T P 





WPITE(6.201)(HO(LI-.L = 1,M) 
WRITE(6,203> 
DO 3 K=1»N 
01 = 0 
00 2 L=1,M 
IF<O.C0.0.)GOTO2 
EE = E (J)/SCRT(0) 
?0(L)=RA0FF1(fE,n,T,CPIT) 
2 0 - D * K R S T P 
W ^ I T E ( & . 2 0 2 ) 0 1 , ( 9 n ( L I « L = l , H ) 
i C O N T I N U E 
?'1)~, FORMAT C///»'50ir.Tl3N E F F I C I E N C Y OF A TEAM FOR L/A 
1* AND C/CO S O ° T ( K A ) =»,r«,.2/l 





"> iCHANC^ i= . ' 4 , ,rf W.n-lr< 
u/> T-I * -J C\ »• -«- T r T r MTY en j h f f « hCH L//> = £CC /ND C/Ci S I J P I I K M 
K> ~-2~? .^~C «40C «6CC «oCC 
= - 4 : 
".'-'"• "-. -.'a2b»rt-c;z • £2>.-l fc-C • • k i 1 * ^ (•+ CC • 4 9 is*k+CC 
1 . - • " * • 7 i . t7i-+r2 • (>e iCI-+C2 • 9 4 7 6 k+CC • S^ht-'Vi+CC -1C I C K+ C 1 
7 • . . • i??2 ;+C 1 • i r ; 6 r + 2 i . IC ?.C K+ C 1 • tCL'l K+2l • i C ^ l t + C i 
T . - ' • ' • • iZ2Z't+Z 1 • I C ? £ H C I • iC2-:> >+c t • t Z'c 7 H- C 1 • IC^bt-t-CI 
^•",'" • i r j ^ H n • \1c?}+Z\ • I C L 2 H C I • «C2 • r+Ct • IC< 1 t+C 1 
r . ^ T • I ' . rcf+r 1 . I C I & K C 1 • 1C 1 y £+ C 1 . 1Z 17 M- C1 . I 2 I 7 L + C I 
7 ? . ; ~ 4 CV SkCrM'S KXK.'I'T]CM 1 ] f-1 i 
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PROGRAM RAD"LOT ( I KPUT,CUTFUT, T A P£ 5= I N JUT , T A"EC- = OUTP'J T) 
THIS oROGRAM IS USED TO PLOT THE RADIATION EFFICIENCY OF A 3EAM 
OF CIRCULAR CROSS-SECTION. IT CAN =>LOT THE RAT. EFr. VS. KR OR. 
V S . </<". 
LJnRARIES USEDt MSFLl^ - THE SYSTEM'S MATH-SCIENCE LIBRARY 
CALC-iVP - Trlt CALCOMP BLOTTER LnRA^Y 
BEAh'LIB - THE LIRRAPY OF SimROUT IKES WHICH 
ARE USED IN THE RAO. EFF. CALCULATION 
EXECUTION PROCEDURE* 
INPUT VARIA9LES: 
"CALL,GO* OR *-GO* WILL EXECUTE THE PROGRAM 
AFTER IT HAS BEEN COMPILED, ASSUMING THE BINARY 
FILE IS -*LGO". NAMELIST FORMAT IS USEO FOR THE 
INPUT VARIABLES. 'CHANGES* IS THE NAMELIST. 
E - FIVE VALUES OF K3/K»SilRT (KR> . MUST 
PE LISTED IN DESCENDING ORDER OF 
MAGMTUOE. 
T - L/R. 
CRIT - RELATIVE CRITERIA FOR NUMERICAL 
INTEGRATION. 
HM - IF KM=0, PROGRAM PLOTS RAO.EFF. VS. 
«R. IF MM = 1, THEN PROGRAM PLOTS RAD.. 
EFF. VS. </<T. 










J R I N T » , K R S T ° 
DO 3 J = l , 5 
I F ( E ( J ) . E Q . 3 . ) S T O O 
0 = . 0 1 
3 0 2 K = 1 , N 
EE = E ( J ) / S D R T ( O ) 
t r Q ( < T = l . / F F . 
< P { K ) = 0 
3 n F ( K ) = R A n E F l ( E F , C , T , f ; R I T ) 
2 -D=D*<R~TP 
I F ( J . E Q . 1 ) G 0 TO 1 
I F ( J . E Q . 5 ) L A S T = 1 
I F ( M M . E Q . O ) C A L L L I N ' E O ( < R , P D F , N , 1 , 1 , . 0 1 , F Y , . 3 , ^ Y , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , L A S T » 
I F i M H . N E . 0 ) C A L L L I N £ D ( E P , R D F , N , 1 , 1 , . 0 1 , F Y , . 3 , O Y , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , L A S T ) 
GO ro "j 
1 N E X = I N T ( A L O G 1 0 I R D F ( l ) ) ) - 1 
r Y = 1 0 . * » N E X 
r ) Y = A B S ( N C X / 8 . ) 
I F ( M M . F T . 0 ) C A I . L P L T T 5 < K - J , ? 0 F , N , 1 , 1 , . 3 1 , FY , . 3 , DY , 2H:<R , - 2 , 
1 2 0 H » A O I A r i O M t F F I C I f N C Y , ? U , f l ) 
I F ( M M . ' | F . O ) C A L L PLTTH ( f P , >>0 F , N , 1 , 1 , . T l , F Y , . 3 , n Y , < , M K / ! < < 3 , - « * 




PHO GRAM PICSTKl INPUT , OU T FUT , T A !->f-5 = I N-»UT , T A r>E <S =0U T PI.I T > 
C 
C TMIS PROGRAM IS USED TO CALCULATE THE THEO 3"TICAL ACOUSTIC 
C ->OWER RADIATED ny EACH Of THE TWO PICKING STICKS ON AN 
C AUTOMATIC TEXTILE LOOM. IT ALSO CALCULATES THE ESTIMATED 
C JCTA'VE "AND SOUND ?PESSURE LEVELS AT A POINT ONE l-ETER FRCM 
C THE FRONT OF THE LOOM. 
C 
C L I T A R I E S USED! MSFLI3 - THE SYSTE M'S M W H - S C I E N C E LIS. 
C 0EAMLI3 - SUBROUTINES USED TO CALCULATE 
C THE RADIATION EFFICIENCY 
C 
C EXECUTION PROCEDURE! *CALL,Gr.O* OR --GG0* WILL EXECUTE THE 
C PROGRAM AFTER IT HAS BEEN COMPILER, 
C ASSUMING THE BINARY FILE IS 'LGO*. 
C NAMELIST FORMAT IS USED FOR THF IN°IJT 
C VARIABLES. 'CHANGES* IS THE NA^ELIST. 
C 
C INPUT VARIABLES! FREG - OCTAVE DAND CF.NTFR FREQUENCIES. 
C ACCXL - RMS X ACCELERATION OF LEFT STICK. 
C ACCXR - RMS X ACCELERATION OF RIGHT STICK. 
C ACCYL - RMS Y ACCELERATION OF LEFT STICK. 
C ACCYR - RMS Y ACCELERATION OF RIGHT STICK. 
C SPLX - EXPERIMENTAL OCTAVE flANO SOUND 
C 3PESSURE LEVELS. 
C RHQ - DENSITY OF AIR. 
C CO SPEED OF SOUND IN AIR. 
C L - Lr;Jr>TH OF STICKS. 
C K - MASS °ER UNIT LENGTH OF STICKS. 
C AX - X EFFECTIVE RADIUS. 
C AY - V <:rFrcTIVF RADIUS. 
C BX - X LENDING STIFFNESS. 
C eY - Y SENDING STIFFNESS. 
C RR - DISTANCE FROM RIGMT STICK TO 
C REFERENCE POINT. 
C RL DISTANCE FRCM L E C T STICK TO 
C RFFERENCF 3 O I N T . 
C CRIT - RELATIVE CRITERIA FOR NUMERICAL 
C INTEGRATION. 
INTEGER DL'JS,STAt>f R,W 
REAL K O . L . M . L W R f i n . L W L I l l ) ,LW(11),LAX,LAY 
DIMENSION F»FD(11 >,ACCXL(11).ACCXR(11) , ACCYL < 11) « A C C Y R d l l * 
1?, °LX<11 > , PWRR11!) ,?'.PL ( 11) ,PW9( 11) ,S^L(11> 
TATA PL'IS.STAPfR.LL, W/1H4 ,1M* , I H ,1H ,1HW/ 
DATA F R n / 3 1 . 5 , 6 3 . , 1 2 5 . ,2 5a.,ci0n.,l.E3,2.E3,<#.E.*,*.E3,1.6f:'.. 
13.15E«./ 
DATA ACCXL/70.,lOn.,7 0.,3<5D.,22 0.,?10.,20a.,25').,8C.,80.,20./ 
DATA ACCYL/25..26.,35..^1.5.90.,ir)5.,95..82.5.110.,t»5.,15./ 
OCT A ACCXP/150.,inC.,7 0.,t450..2t»H.,3TO.,3-50.»30a.,lQO.,qO.»30./ 
DATA * CC YR/f,0.,77.5,7?.5. 72.5,77.5,8 5.,70.,53.,*»fi.,25.,12./ 
DATA 5 » L < / b 7 . , 7 ? . , 7 7 . , 7 7 . , 8 ? . . * P . . , 9 1 . , 8 7 . , 8 2 . , 7 3 . , « . ' 1 . / 
QATA PI,RHO,CO/3.1<»15 t<2*S35q t1.21,3«.J./ 
DATA L,>,AX,AY,{ ,X,DY,FR,~'L/.P8,.6'6,2».01«,6,10?0.,2«iO.,2' ,1.6/ 










C = P I » R H O » C O * L 




f .X=S K I ( C O » A X / T N P X ) 
EY=SQ<T ( C 0 * 1 Y / T K P Y ) 
00 1 1=1 ,11 
0 ^ E G A - 2 . » P I » F R £ C < I ) 
<0=OMEGA/CO 




R A Y = RAOE F 1 < C 0/CS Y , KO • A Y ,L ̂Y , CRIT) 
PWRR(1)=C»(AX*ACCXR(I)»ACCXR(I)*RAX+AY»ACCYR(I)»ACCYR(I)»RAYI 
1*0MEG2I 
PWRL(U=C*(AX»ACCXt(I)*ACCXL( I) »R AX *• A Y» A CCYL { I) »ACCYL < I ) *R AY) 
1*3*EG2I 
PWR ( II="WPL(I)+PWRR<I) 
L*(I>=10.»ALOG10<°WR<I>*1.£"12> 
LWL(I)=lO.»ALOG10 (PWRL(I) M.E12) 
LWR(I)=10.»ALOG10(PWRP|T)»1.E12) 
°2 = C°*lP'iRL(l) /PL+°JRP(l) /%*) 
S p L ( I ) = l 0 . » A U 3 3 i n ( P 2 » 2 . 5 E c 3 ) 
M1 = 12«-INT(LWR( I ) - ' 9 . 5 ) 
N2=12HNT ( L ' J L I I I - 3 9 . 5 ) 
"13 = 1 2 * I N r ( L W ( I ) - 2 q . 5 ) 
N£.= 1 2 « - P j T ( S D L < I ) - * 9 . 5 J 
N ^ = 1 2 « - I N T ( S ° L X t I ) T 3 y . ? ) 
W = I T E { & . 1 I K > F P F * 3 ( I ) , N l , R f N 2 , L L , N 3 , W , N U , S T A R , N 5 , P L U S 
1 CONTINUE 
W P I T E ( 6 , 1 0 3 ) 
WH ' lTE(« j , 3 .02> 
W P I T E ( 6 . 1 0 1 ) 
W R I T E ( S , 1 0 0 1 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 5 ) S T A R , P L U S , L L , R , W 
^ ° I T E ( 6 , 1 0 0 ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 6 ) F P E Q 
W - > I T E ( 6 , i n 0 > 
W P I T t ( 6 , 1 0 7 ) LWR 
w ' - > I T C ( 5 , 1 0 S ) LWL 
W P I T E ( < 5 , l 0 q » LW 
W I T E C 6 . 1 1 0 ) S - ' 1 L X 
W<?ITE ( 6 , 1 1 1 ) SCTL 
10 0 F O R * 1 A T ( / > 
1 0 1 r O R M A T ( 1 0 X , » » + 0 » , 9 X , » 5 0 * . 9 X , » 6 0 » , a x f «
l 7 0 * f 3 X , M 0 * , f t > C f » 9 Q » , 7 y , 
1 » 1 0 0 » ) 
1 0 2 r G R M A T ( l l X , 5 ^ H » » » » » » * « » * » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » * » » » » » » » » » « » » » » » * » * » » « » » » * 
1 1 1 u( » » » » » » » » » » * ) 
1 0 3 r O R 1 A T ( l l X , l H » , 6 ( 9 X , , 1 H » ) ) 
10<* F O R V | A I ( i X , F 1 . l , 5 ( T = , A l ) / / ) 
1 0 5 FCP' IAT ( 1 X , * S P L T H E O R E T I C A ( . » , T 2 0 , A 1 / 1 X , « 1 S P L C XP^R I f ENT A L » , T 20 , A l , 
1 / 1 X , » P H R L E V E L - L F f T * , T 2 Q , A 1 / 1 X , » F W R L E V E L - R I G H T» , T20 , A l 
? / l X , » P W P L E V E L - T O T A L ' , T 2 0 . A 1 ) 
1 0 0 " O P 1 A T ( 5 / . F 5 . 1 , T F P . 0 , F 7 . 0 ) 
10 7 FOP' IAT ( 1 X , ? M L I - ' P , l i r f > , l ) 
1 0 1 r O F ^ A T ( I X , 3 - < L W L , H F b . 1 ) 
10 T F f i y M A T ( l X , r , H L ' l , l X , 1 1 F 6 . 1 ) 
l i t r O P 1 A l ( 3 M S L X , 1 X , l l c 5 . 1 ) 
1 1 1 F O P M A T ( l X , 3 M U " L , l l F « b . l l 
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« * * * * * * » » ¥ * : « :«+».*.«.» 
6C 7C 
( * * ; * * * ******* 
BC 9C IX 
?I.K 
* + m 
* + te 
^ ^ A i f c ^ ^ A ^ i t c ^ ^ ^ c v ^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ y J F ^ ^ V ^ ^ x y * ^ ^ : ^ : * ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ * ^ * ^ ^ ^ : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * * ^ ^ ^ * * ^ 
in sc ec ?r BC yc ice 
* u T H t . r p v ^ i r R 
<;py f v c v p ] v V17.M. + 
pvp [, yv ty - | , } vr 
K 5 U V t L - P I O H T 
P'-'P LFVrL-7TT/<L 
bCCC-lbCCC- 5lbC 
f>fc P4./I P';-.G ff-f- B4.C t ' .4«t 9 i - 6 'JB.fci 9 0 - t BC«o 7 3 . 1 fc?-9 
[,'/[. e v . f f^-" r ^ . n M I . ' J B C O ! i C - t 9 4 - 2 'JC'.«y o i r - t 7 2 . 9 fcb-7 
r.w f.f-. ? rv",. ^ (-A . r< q c;;. i B v . i 9 6 . a i c c • c y ? • t b 4 • 7 ? G • C 59 • 9 
c[ v ; ' 7 . " 7 ? . ~ 7 7 . 0 7 7 . " B2-C b• .C bC 'C 8 7 - C o2«C 73-C 49«C 
cp! . ^ . S ' . l '^-?. e^-C Vt:-B 77 .B B 7 - 4 9 C ' b B 8 - 2 7£«4 6 b . 7 b C 6 
T . .v.^-. fp FKCM)? KXKM'lICri TIMK 
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